TECHNICAL

Underprepared
Our adventures of building a
late model Production-class
car from scratch continue

BY SPORTSCAR STAFF LEAD PHOTO D.E. BAER

I

n the October 2010 issue of SportsCar, we introduced
you to our H Production project car, a Toyota Yaris. The
premise of this experiment was to see if we could bring
a modern car in to the historic class. In that issue, things
were starting to get exciting for the project car – a lot of
the custom parts that we had waited for were starting to
arrive, meaning we could finally stop campaigning the race
season on stock parts.
When we started the project, we may have been a bit
naive thinking that by starting with a modern car it would
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be easier than the build of the old
guard that makes up much of HP.
However, we quickly discovered that a
lot of the parts on the market for the
Yaris would not be up to the task of
Club Racing. So, like our much older
HP counterparts, we were faced with
sourcing custom parts.

Two Steps Forward,
One Step Back

In order to get qualified for the SCCA
National Championship Runoffs, we
had to get on the track well before the
car was fully prepared, meaning we were
racing on a very compromised setup.

Shortly before the Runoffs, we got
our engine back together after
cylinder head upgrades and having
cams made, and we spent a lot of time
on the dyno at Church Automotive
Testing, having owner Shawn Church
tweak the AEM EMS Series 2 engine
management. Unfortunately, things
did not go as smoothly as we would
have liked, considering the big race
was just around the corner. Church
did manage to find more top-end
power with our new engine package,
but for some reason we had lost a
significant amount of torque.
With this setback, we consulted

lowering springs that were leftover
from the car’s show days, and a
Whiteline adjustable rear swaybar.
As you could guess, when our custom
AST-USA dampers and Eibach springs
arrived, we were very excited.
Unfortunately, there was not an
opportunity to test the suspension
prior to arriving in Elkhart Lake, Wis.,
but thanks to the diverse background
of AST-USA – servicing everything
from Solo to World Challenge cars –
we were pretty sure our initial setup
would be close.

Trial by Fire

in Prod
Mitch Pederson, of MP Tuning, who
paired the AEM Performance
Electronics engine management to the
Yaris to see if the combination of the
factory ECU (which was retained to
control the drive-by-wire throttle
body) and the AEM unit could be
wreaking havoc with the VVTi system,
resulting in the loss of torque. Neither
Pederson nor Church could find fault
with the electronics, and bypassing
the AEM and running off the factory
ECU still showed this drop in torque.
It was about this same time we
found a number of Scion xB owners
who had experimented with cylinder

head work on the 1NZ-FE engine,
shared by the xB and the Yaris. In
each case, they found top-end gains
accompanied by a loss in torque. As
can often be the case with any racecar,
it’s often a balance of give and take. In
this case, to make horsepower we had
to sacrifice some torque.
We convinced ourselves that with
the higher average speeds at Road
America, having the top-end power
would be beneficial, so we did not
pursue another camshaft change.
For most of the season, our
suspension consisted of the stock
dampers, a set of unidentified

On the street, the
Toyota Yaris appears
to be a mild-mannered
subcompact, but in
race trim it has a lot
more attitude – and
seemingly dwarfs
traditional HP cars.

Upon arrival at Road America for the
2010 Runoffs, we made sure to get in
on one of the many test days. This
would allow us to learn the track and,
more importantly, test all of our new
goodies under race conditions.
With a fresh set of Goodyear Eagles
mounted up, we took to the track. The
new suspension was leaps and bounds
ahead of what we had endured all
season; the car was much flatter and
better balanced.
The folks from AiM had support
personnel at the track and helped us
sort through the seemingly endless
options offered on our MXL dash
system. The predictive lap time setting
gave us a real time read on how each
lap was progressing, which is the next
best thing to having a driving coach
riding shotgun. After a session, it was
also possible to look at the data from
our laps and search for more speed.
The test day was not without
excitement. During one session we
found the limit of our NST crank pulley,
as it parted ways with the engine at just
over 7,300rpm. Needless to say, this
was the end of our test day.
(A little tip: Pack every spare you
have when going to the Runoffs, even
parts you don’t think could possibly
fail. Lucky for us we were able to get
someone to FedEx us the stock part
that we had left at home and we had
the repairs done in time for qualifying.)
Considering this has been our only
mechanical failure to date, we found
the incident more entertaining than
anything, and it certainly was a
testament to the Yaris’ durability.
One would think taking a car that
was designed for economy, and
pushing every aspect of the
drivetrain and chassis harder than
was ever intended, we would have
discovered a number of weak areas
by now, but the Yaris marches on
without a single complaint.
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In qualifying, we achieved a
reasonable 13th place on the grid,
and went on to an eighth-place finish
in the race. Considering the amount
of time we had with the fully
assembled car, we were very happy
with the result. In a relatively short
time, we took a car that no one would
have associated with racing, and
picked up a top-10 finish at the
biggest amateur road race in the
country. Not too shabby.
But perhaps even more exciting
than the performance of the Yaris on
the track was the attention it got off
the track. We were not sure how the
Production purist would take to this
modern car in the class. Just to put it
in perspective, when the other
“modern” cars in HP were still being
produced, Ronald Regan was
handing the Presidency over to
George H.W. Bush. Bringing a car
into HP that is some two decades
newer than most of the field could
have been a touchy subject.
We were relieved that most of the
visitors to our paddock during Runoffs
week were happy to see a newer car in
the class, and many mentioned
knowing someone who drives one on
the street. “They are not going to
believe this,” was an often-heard
statement as people viewed the car.

current power levels, and would allow
the inside tire to spin as we squeezed
the throttle.

Moving Forward

(ABOVE) AST-USA built us an inverted front strut that stands up to the
rigors of Club Racing and keeps our Eibach springs under control. (BELOW)
Out back, an AST-USA shock and Eibach spring combo keeps the back of
the car planted. Our Coast Fabrication ultra lIghtweight racing muffler has
kept us safely under any track’s sound limit.

What We Learned

Coming away from our first Runoffs
with the Yaris we knew there were
areas for improvement. Even though
we had significantly lowered our
suspension from the stock ride height,
the car punches a big hole in the air –
it’s massive when compared to an MG,
and Road America has a number of
long straits. The sticky 23.0x9-15
Goodyear slicks provided enough grip
to toss the car on two wheels if too
harsh an input was given by the driver,
or a curb or bump was taken wrong.
We needed to get the car lower to
reduce drag and help the car’s
stability in corners.
Even with the Scion xB final drive
swapped in, the gearing in the Yaris
was still a little too tall, as we would
struggle to get up the hill out of Turn
14, and often lost time out of tight
turns. It turned out that even with the
higher average speeds, our lost torque
from the camshaft choice was also
hurting us in these areas.
An additional hindrance on corner
exit was inside wheel spin, it appeared
as though our limited slip differential
was not able to keep up with up our
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As the 2011 Club racing season
approached, we decided to address
some of the issues we had uncovered
at the Runoffs. It occurred to us that
we could likely solve our height and
gearing issues by going to a smaller
tire and wheel package. But this was
no easy task. It turns out that the
Yaris sports a rather big brake
package, and fitting a tiny 13-inch
wheel over them was a challenge. An
exhaustive search brought us to
Jongbloed Racing Wheels, one of the
few vendors that was confident it
could clear the brakes with its 13inch wheels.
When our JRW330 wheels arrived,
they exceeded our expectations – not
only did they clear the brakes, they
weighed just over 8lbs. We wrapped the
new wheels with 20.0x9.5-13 Goodyear
Eagles, which were three inches smaller
in diameter than our previous tires, and
shaved a lot of weight.
This new package lowed the car an
inch and a half, which not only helped
our stability in corners, but should
also help us make a slightly smaller
hole in the air. But possibly the
biggest benefit of the new package
was the effective gear ratio –
acceleration is quicker with this setup
and we no longer have to zing second
gear to get a jump off the tight turns.
We did find that the smaller physical
size of the tire made it more
susceptible to overheating, but
changing the front tires from the 430
compound we previously ran to the
harder 475 took care of the issue.
To help eliminate the inside wheel
spin, we turned to OS Giken. The OS
Giken Super Lock LSD has become
very popular with Solo drivers – and
nothing is more demanding on an LSD

On the Level
So how is it possible to group cars that span more
than 40 years together and achieve parity? Limited
Preparation. The introduction of the Limited Prep rule set to
the Production category has opened the doors to
combinations of cars that would have never been thought
possible, and makes it easier to move an existing car from
another class to Production.
A Level 2 (Limited Prep) car will typically utilize a much less
costly engine package than a Level 1 (Full Prep) car, with more
stringent limits imposed on compression ratio, camshaft lift,

induction and port work. Other changes
like more restrictive suspension
allowances also help parity between Level
1 and 2 Production cars.
The restrictions placed on Level 2 cars
can also help reduce the cost of the build
when compared to a Level 1 car. Many
Improved Touring cars are excellent
candidates for a very reasonably priced
conversion to Production trim.
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than Solo, with its tight radius turns
and ultra-quick direction changes. We
also got a glowing review of the LSD
from National Champion Jesse Prather.
Prather was one of the earlier
adopters of the OS Giken unit for Club
Racing, and he told us he had tried
numerous differentials, even resorting
to running a welded unit out of
frustration before discovering the OS
Giken. With the endorsement of
Prather and the success the Soloists
have had, we needed
to give it a try.

SOURCES

AiM Sports: aimsports.com
AEM: aemelectronics.com
AST-USA: ast-usa.com
Autopower: autopowerindustries.com
Beta Motorsports: betamotorsports.com
Braille Battery: braillebattery.com
Church Automotive Testing: (310) 518-4966
Coast Fabrication: coastfab.com
Eibach: eibach.com
Emergency Suppression Systems: essfire.com
Fast Lane Racing School: raceschool.com
Goodyear: racegoodyear.com
Hiro’s Auto Repair: hiros-auto.com
I/O Port Racing Supplies: ioportracing.com
Jongbloed Racing Wheels: jongbloedracing.com
K&N: knfilters.com
Longacre: longacreracing.com
Mishimoto: mishimoto.com
MP Tuning: mptuning.net
NonStopTuning: nonstoptuning.com
NRG Inovations: getnrg.com
Okada Projects USA: okadaprojects.com
OS Giken: osgiken.net
Pure Power: gopurepower.com
Racing Lifestyle: racinglifestyle.com
Seibon: seiboncarbon.com
SPEC: specclutch.com
Sparco: sparcousa.com
Tire Rack: tirerack.com
Toyota Racing Development: trdusa.com
Whiteline: whiteline.com.au
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A visit to Hiro’s Auto Repair and
the LSD swap was done. On the track,
the difference was instantly noticeable,
and any fears we had of an overly
aggressive differential inducing
throttle understeer were instantly
dashed. More aggressive throttle
inputs were possible with no signs of
inside wheel spin, and the car was
now being pulled around the corners.
It was a great feeling.
To restore our torque, we decided to
return to a set of OE camshafts, and
as of this writing they being fitted to
the engine. Undoubtedly, we
will sacrifice some top-end
Imagine our surprise when Toyota selected our
H Production Yaris to put in its 2010 SEMA Show display.
power, but if the torque
To our knowledge, it was the only non-Pro Racing SCCA
returns to its previous
car shown that year – we were flattered. The Yaris was
levels, we think it is the
prominently displayed alongside a number of Toyota’s
right choice.
race and lifestyle inspired project vehicles. The HP project
So will these
allowed Toyota to display how far the platform could be
modern cars be the future
taken in a race environment, while showing you don’t need
of HP? Its not likely they will
a monster V8 to have a fun car.
ever take over, or become the
dominant cars. Most of these modern
cars simply can’t achieve the
minimum weights in the class due to
(LEFT) This
In 2011, we have seen a new
aftermarket crank
modern crash standards driving up
Mini entry run in the HP class,
pulley, which parted
the chassis weight – plus power
and two different Honda Fits are
improvements are more challenging to ways with the
scheduled to run West Coast
Yaris on the front
come by than on older cars. However,
races this year. It’s as
straight at Road
these modern cars offer an arguably
encouraging as it is intriguing.
America, is our only
more reliable platform than many of
These cars are out there, and now
mechanical failure
the older cars in the class, and could
people are beginning to build
on the car to date.
possibly attract a younger
them. We can’t wait to see how
demographic to the class.
our Yaris stacks up.

The other Big Show

The OS Giken Super Lock LSD utilizes more friction plates than a typical
clutch type LSD, which helps provide superior locking capability. It also
features a unique pressure ring that is adjustable, and provides
progressive, predictable engagement.

